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Abstract
Objective functions for unstructured hexahedral and tetrahedral mesh optimization are
analyzed using matrices and matrix norms. Mesh untangling objective functions that
create valid meshes are used to initialize the optimization process. Several new objective
functions to achieve element invertibility and quality are investigated, the most promising
being the “condition number”. The condition number of the Jacobian matrix of an
element forms the basis of a barrier-based objective function that measures the distance
to the set of singular matrices and has the ideal matrix as a stationary point. The method
was implemented in the Cubit code, with promising results.

Keywords: Mesh Optimization, Shape Measures, Condition Number, Matrix Norms,
Finite Element Mesh, Tetrahedral Mesh, Hexahedral Mesh, Mesh Untangling

1. Introduction

1.1 The Cubit Project

The Cubit project at Sandia National Laboratories provides an excellent testbed for
conceiving research-level optirnization algorithms and developing them into production
meshing tools. Cubit provides access to a wide array of realistic assemblies of
geomtries and imposes automation, robustness, and mesh quality requirements. Although
our algorithms are motivated by examples from the Cubit project, we believe that the
algorithms can be adapted to most other meshing codes. One approach to increasing the
quality of Cubit meshes is to smooth a collection of nodes (whilst preserving mesh
connectivity) or to optimize node positions according to some quality criterion. One
attraction of this approach is that it does not involve additional geometric decomposition
of the model, thus saving considerable time when it works. This paper summarizes a
more detailed discussion of the use of matrix norms in unstructured meshing found in
[19] and [20].

1.2 Previous Work in Mesh Optimization

It is emphasized here that the term “optimization” has different meanings, depending on
which community one is addressing. To clarify, mesh optimization in this paper means
simply node-movement strategies (with fixed topology) that are based upon the
minimization of some objective function. We do not include edge-swapping and the
like in this definition. Some might prefer to use the term “smoothing” in place of this
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definition of optimization, but smoothing often has the connotation of mesh movement
to achieve regularity of some under-lying mapping. For further clarification, this paper
focuses on the objective functions to be used in meshing, not on the optimization
techniques used to compute the extremals of the objective function. In the present paper
we emphasize node movement as a means to achieve high-quality isotropic meshes
adapted to the geometry of a problem. Node movement can also be used to adapt a mesh
to the solution of some physical problem, primarily by adjusting the absolute size and
orientation of the elements. Although there are extensions of the present work into
adaptive meshing, we do not directly consider the problem here.

Mesh optimization has been studied since the early 1970s with the work of the Russian
school on variational methods for structured meshes (for example [1]). This work made
use of the calculus of variations to derive partial differential equations (the Euler-
Lagrange equations) that are stationary points of some objective function that is a
statement of mesh quality. The technique was adopted in the USA by Brackbill and
Saltzman [2] who proposed three objective functions to control mesh smoothness, area,
and orthogonality. The work was later extended to surfaces by Saltzman [3]. The
Smoothness objective function is particularly significant because it is related to Harmonic
Maps that give a guarantee that the mapping is invertible [4]. A critical feature of the
approach, which was needed for invertibility, was that the independent variables of the
mappings were those associated with the physical space and the dependent variables with
the logical space. Later, Steinberg and Roache interchanged the role of the independent
and dependent variables to make construction of mesh objective functions more
geometrically intuitive; the drawback was that the invertibility guarantee was lost [5]. A
summary of these issues and extensions thereof is found in [6].

Recently, the author introduced the idea of using objective functions based on matrix
norms in variational mesh generation [7]. This idea is applied in the present paper
within the context of unstructured mesh generation.

Another body of work in structured mesh optimization can be found in [8], [9], [10], and
[11]. In this approach the calculus of variations is replaced by optimization methods for
functions of a finite number of variables. We thus refer to this approach as the multi-
variable optimization method. The work of Barerra is particularly interesting because it
introduces the concept of a barrier function to enforce the invertibility of the mesh.

A significant feature of the multi-variable optimization method is that it applies equally
well to unstructured meshes. Work in this area can be found in [12], [13], [14], and
[15].

For an introduction to tetrahedral mesh optimization methods, including variable
topology techniques, see [30].

There does not seem to yet be a significant body of work on optimization of unstructured
hexahedral meshes, probably because until recently such meshes were not easily
constructed. Canann reports preliminary results on hexahedral meshes (pers. comm.) .



A guarantee of mesh invertibility for unstructured hexahedral optimization has yet to be
given. This is a critical area for the Cubit code, with its goal of automatic hexahedral
meshing.

1.3 Why more research in Mesh Optimization is needed

In spite of these contributions to mesh optimization, more research is needed. This is
illustrated by considering the mesh quality requirements that arise in Cubit. First, since
a major goal of the Cubit project is to automatically generate unstructured all-hexahedral
meshes, the optimization techniques that are needed for Cubit must focus on this topic.
Second, with few exceptions, much of the previous work in optimization has focused on
two-dimensional meshes, whereas Cubit routinely produces three-dimensional meshes.
Third, in spite of the considerable body of literature on mesh optimization, the technique

-is not widely used in production meshing codes. The reasons for this seem to be (1) the
methods are difficult to implement, (2) they do not reliably produce good quality meshes,
and most significantly, (3) they are very slow compared to other meshing algorithms. If
Cubit is going to successfully implement mesh optimization techniques in a production
setting these questions must be addressed. The present paper focuses mainly on the
second issue, with the third reserved for fiture work.

In addition to these considerations, Cubit motivates mesh optimization research in
response to the meshing algorithms that Cubit employs. A major motivation comes
from the requirement of all-hexahedral meshes. The Whisker Weaving (VW) algorithm
[16], which has the lofty goal of generating an all-hex mesh on a volume given an
arbitrary unstructured quadrilateral mesh on its surfaces, is a promising approach to
solving this problem. If this capability were realized, considerably less geometric
decomposition would be needed, and automation would be closer at hand. The work has
progressed to the following situation: mesh comectivity can reliably be constructed for
most of the problems encountered provided one is allowed to change the mesh on the
boundary. Unfortunately, the resultant mesh quality is usually not acceptable. The
minimal mesh quality requirement, that of having an invertible mesh (all positive
Jacobeans), is seldom achieved with Weaving except on the most elementary problems.
Until this difficulty can be overcome, Weaving will not be ready for production meshing.
The (non-smart) Laplacian and Equipotential [32] smoothers in Cubit usually fail to
remove the negative Jacobians created by the weaving algorithm. Well-designed
optimization techniques can potentially remove the negative Jacobians. Two objective
functions, known as Untangle objective functions, have been investigated with this
purpose in mind.

Another major motivation for additional research in mesh optimization arises from
other Cubit volume meshing schemes such as Hex.fTet[17] and Geode [18]. These
schemes make use of mixed hexahedral and tetrahedral element meshes and can result in
inverted elements, so mesh untangling is again needed. The usual smoothing and
optimization techniques often do not fare well on mixed-element meshes. New objective
functions are required that will assure good quality on both element types.
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Control of mesh skew on the boundary of a volume provides yet another motivation for
investigating new methods of mesh optimization.

Finally, there do not seem to be any widely used objective functions for unstructured hex
meshes that guarantee non-inverted elements.

2. Mesh Optimization

References [19] and [20] describe in detail the matrix norm approach to surface and
volume mesh optimization. The approach to volumes is briefly outlined in this section.
We focus on local optimization in which there is one free node with w +~)J2 attached
edges and M attached elements.

2.1 The Matrix Norm Idea

The matrix norm idea comes from the following obsewation. Laplace smoothing can be
posed as an optimization problem in which the objective function to be minimized is the
sum of all the edge lengths-squared. Focusing on just the edges forming the comer of a
single element one observes that the sum of these terms is the Frobenius norm of the
Jacobian matrix formed by the three edges. The question arises, what can be learned if
one poses mesh objective functions in terms of matrix norms, instead of directly in terms
of geometric entities such as lengths, angles, and volumes? To answer this question, we
employ matrix theory and linear algebra to explore the properties of norm-based
objective functions.

The Jacobian matrix is the fundamental theoretical object in structured mesh
generation. It is fundamental because the columns of the matrix are vectors that point in
the direction of the tangents to coordinate lines. Their lengths control the edge lengths
of the mesh, their dot products are related to the angles between coordinate lines, and the
determinant of the Jacobian matrix is simply related to the volume of the mesh element.
To carry over this idea to unstructured meshes is straightforward. Let M be
the number of elements attached to a given intenor node of the mesh whose position is to
be optimized. In 3D we assume that there are 3 neighboring nodes in each element
attached to the central node (this precludes knife, pyramid, and other unusual element
types for the time being). Let m=O,l,... M-1 be the index for the m-th element attached
“tothe center node and k= 1,2,3 be the index for the 3 neighboring nodes in a given

element. Let ~~ ~be the position of the k-th neighbor node of the m-th element

attached to the center node (whose position will be denoted x). The columns of the

Jacobian matrix will be formed by the three edge vectors e~ with k=l ,2,3, where

f?m,k = Xln,k– x

The Jacobian matrix of the m-th element is then

Am= [e~,l.e~.z>e~,s]



(Note: For non-simplicial meshes, the Jacobian matrix in this paper is not the Jacobian
matrix of the transformation from the master element to the physical element in the finite
element method.) The matrix determinant (sometimes referred to as the Jacobian) will be
denoted by CX.. If the determinant is less than or equal to zeroj then the element is said

to be inverted (other terms in common use are invalid, tangled, and folded). The metric
tensor for the element is then & Am. A clear advantage of using the Jacobian matrix as

the fundamental object for mesh objective functions can already be seen: the definition
of the Jacobian matrix is the same in two and three-dimensions (except for the number of
columns). Thus it should be relatively easy to generalize two-dimensional Jacobian
matrix-based objective functions to three dimensions.

The next question is what matrix norm should be used, as there is more than one. For
the purpose of mesh optimization it seems most natural to use the Frobenius matrix norm
because this norm is the sum of the squares of the Euclidean norms of the matrix
columns. In matrix theory, the Frobenius norm of a matrix A is defined as

IAr = fme(ATA )

All of the matrix norms in this paper are Frobenius norms. To construct a local mesh
objective function let fm be a continuous fimction from R3 to R that describes the

quality of the m-th element attached to the center node. This function will not be a direct
function of the center node position but rather will be so indirectly via the Jacobian
matrix, i.e.,

f ~(x)= f (~(x))

Since there are M such Jacobian matrices, the mesh objective function can be constructed
as the p-norm of the vector f = [f (Ao),f (Al),..., f (AM-l)]. ~ p=2, then

can be minimized in an /2 sense to optimize the average quality of the elements attached

to the node. These objective functions are smooth but what is really wanted is provided
by the infinity norm

I f.1= m:x{f(A~)}

When minimized, this objective function will optimize the quality of the most deformed
element attached to the center node

Mesh optimization methods are often unreliable because I f I is non-convex or does not
have a unique minimum. Further, they can be unreliable if they have no guarantee of
invertiblity or if they are not valid shape measures (i.e., both good and bad quaIity
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elements may correspond to small values of the objective function).
is what should the form of ~ = f(A) be to avoid these problems?

2.2 Known Objective Functions cast in Matrix Norm Form

The idea of using matrix norms is not so radical as it at first seems.

A major issue, then,

To illustrate, we
observe that several well-known mesh objective functions can easily be formulated in
terms of
function

matrix norms. Let A be the Jacobian matrix. As already noted, the objective
for Laplace Smoothing can be obtained by letting

f (A) =lAf

Geometrically, this is the sum of the edge-lengths squared.

The norm of the metric tensor,

f(A) = lA~Af

was proposed in a paper of Liao [21] in connection with variational mesh generation.

The determinant of the Jacobian matrix,

f(A) =CX2

is recognized as the Equal-Volume objective function that has been proposed by a
number of researchers over the years (e.g. [$], [9], and [22]).

The adjoint of A is the matrix cxA-land forms the basis of the adjoint objective function

f (A)= iad’A~

This was proposed by [23] in the context of variational
the adjoint is the sum of the three face-areas squared.

grid generation. Geometrically,

Unfortunately, none of these objective functions has an invertibility guarantee.

The Smoothness objective function from variational mesh generation has a guarantee
against non-invertible elements. It can be formulated in terms of matrix norms as

f(A) =ct lA-l~
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Another objective function was proposed for stmctured meshes by Barerra [10] in two-
dimensions and is similar to a well-known shape measure for tetrahedral (aspect ratio y
[27]).

.

Finally, a hexahedral shape measure proposed by Oddy [24] can be cast in matrix norm
form as

lATAf-+4r
f(A) = 3

a
4/3

In addition to providing an interesting reformulation of known objective functions, the
matrix norm approach yields new insights into mesh objective fi.mctions. We begin with
a dimensional analysis of the objective functions.

2.3 Dimensional Groups of Objective Functions

The approach by Brackbill and others in their work on variation~ mesh generation was to
formulate a number of mesh objective fimctions that control area, length, and
orthogonality and then combine then to achieve various tradeoffs. One difficulty with
thi$ approach is that arbitrary objective functions do not readily combine due to scaling
issues. A solution to this difficulty is to only combine objective functions with the same
‘units’. For example, the Jacobian matrix has units of length; thus the Laplace
smoothing objective fimction has units of length-squared. An additional benefit of
dimensional analysis is that new objective functions are suggested through the use of
matrix norm identities consisting of terms of the same dimension

To illustrate, there are two particularly interesting matrix-norm relationships that hold for
arbitrary 3x3 matrices

lATA’+~lA-’f=ld’

and

31A~lATAf-lAf+6a2=lAATA~

Combinations of the terms in either identity would forma dimensionally homogeneous

group of objective functions. For example, a (zength)4 set of objective functions would

be

f(A)=cllATAf-c21Af+ c3a4’3
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where c1,CZ,CJ are arbitrary constants.

A more appealing alternative to combining objective functions is to employ a single
objective function that automatically performs tradeoffs between, say, aspect ratio and
angles. To see if this is possible, consider the form of the ideal minimizing matrix.

2.4 The Matrix Corresponding to the Ideal Mesh Element

Consider a node of a hexahedron with three attached edges. From these three edges one
can construct the Jacobian matrix. It is clear that for an isotropic mesh, the shape of the
ideal hexahedron is a right-angled cube with no preferred orientation and no specified
size. This condition corresponds to a Jacobian matrix of the form

A=a”3R

where R is an orthogonal matrix with positive determinant to give the proper orientation
(recall that R is orthogonal if RTR = I and Idet(R) 1=1). Because the Euclidean norm

of a matrix is invariant to orthogonal matrices (i.e., rigid body rotations), R need not be
specified. Element aspect ratio and angles are specified by the ideal matrix, but not the
elements’ absolute size and orientation. The ideal matrix for tetrahedral elements will be
discussed in section 3.

When considering objective functions for mesh optimization, we will require that
the ideal A be a stationary point of f(A). This can be checked by computing the

derivative of f(A) with respect to A to see if ~ = O at the ideal matrix (see [19] for

details). We show, for example, that the Laplacian Smoothing objective function does
not have the ideal matrix as a stationary point, but that it can be modified slightly to have
that property:

f(A) = lA~- 3~2’3

Similarly, Smoothness must be modified to read ,

$(A) =a2’31A-1~

Numerical experiments reported in [19] show that, in general, somewhat better mesh
quality is achieved using objective functions modified so that the ideaI matrix is a
stationary point.

.

2.5 Non-Dimensional Objective Functions
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Several of the objective functions we have mentioned are non-dimensional, i.e., have

‘units’ of (length)”. These include modified Smoothness, a modified Barerra objective

function which has the ideal matrix as a stationary point,

,,.,=g
a

and Oddy. What is most significant about the non-dimensional objective functions
presented in this paper is that, for a ~ O, j(A) + C=. Thus, if an element is non-

inverted, it will stay so as the non-dimensional objective fimction is minimized due to the
“barrier” created by having the determinant in the denominator of the objective function.
An objective @nction need not be non-dimensional in order to have a barrier nor do all
non-dimensional objective functions have barriers. Neglecting the boundary, if a mesh is
initially untangled it will remain so if a barrier-based objective function is optimized.
An initially untangled mesh maybe obtained by using the mesh untangling objective
functions described in section 2.7. In [19] we show how to construct a wide variety of
new non-dimensional objective functions for 3D meshes. A particularly promising non-
dimensional objective function is based on the matrix condition number.

2.6 The Condition Number

The condition number objective function

~(A) ‘K(A) =4A IIA-’ I

is non-dimensional, symmetric (i.e., K (A) = K (A-’) ), and has the ideal matrix as a

stationary point. The range of K is from 3 to 00with K=3 for A proportional to R.
condition number is infinite if and only if CX=O.Condition number cannot tell the
difference between inverted elements and non-inverted elements. To correct this

The

situation, let K== whenever cKO. Like the other non-dimensional objective functions,
the condition number has a barrier. To see this, observe that condition number can be
expressed in terms of the adjoint matrix

K(A)= lAlladj A1/lctl

This form also yields a geometric interpretation for condition number. K* is (sum of
the edge-lengths squared) x (sum of the face-areas squared)/ (the volume). Condition
number is somewhat similar to the aspect ratio ‘ytetrahedral shape measure but differs in
that only three lengths are used in the condition number while y uses six lengths and does
not use face areas.

Condition number is particularly interesting due to the following well-known result from
numerical linear algebra (e.g., see [25]): l/K measures the distance of A from the set of
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singular matrices. Because KM, minimizing K is equivalent to maximizing l/K. Thus
the condition number objective function maximizes the distance to the set of singular
matrices, exactly what is needed to avoid inverted elements.

We have also investigated the condition number of the metric tensor as an objective
function.

2.7 Mesh Untangling

As far as is known, there is no discrete objective function that can simultaneously
untangle a given mesh and guarantee good quality. The method of Barerra, in which
the barrier is strategically positioned so that the initial mesh lies entirely on one side of
the barrier, comes closest. However, strictly speaking, Barerra’s method consists of
optimizing a sequence of objective functions. An alternate approach is possible using
an untangling objective function to preprocess an initially tangled mesh. The untangling
objective functions only guarantee that the optimized mesh has all non-inverted elements.
The resulting elements may still be far from the ideal. Once the mesh is untangled, an
objective fimction containing a barrier can be optimized to get good quality.

We propose two mesh untangling objective functions. The first was derived in
collaboration with L. Freitag:

$(A) = m~{-a.}

This objective function seeks to maximize the minimum Jacobian determinant.
It can be shown that if a mesh with all-positive Jacobian exists, the mesh resulting
from optimizing this untangle objective fimction will be untangled. Freitag
has also shown that the level sets of this objective function applied to triangles
and tetrahedral are convex [26].

A more direct statement that the final mesh should be untangled is embodied in
a second untangle objective function, initially proposed in [33]:

It is readily shown that ~ a. is a constant; therefore, if all the Jacobian determinants are

positive, f(A) equals this constant. Any untangled mesh thus minimizes ~(A).

Clearly, untangled meshes need not be unique. In pathologic cases where the
neighboring nodes are not well placed, no untangled mesh may exist.

3. Tetrahedral Shape Measures

A wide variety of shape measures have been proposed, primarily for tetrahedral elements.
These include the radius ratio, the mean ratio, the edge ratio, and the aspect ratio. Shape
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Measures measure the shape of an element. Tetrahedral shape measures have been
succinctly defined in [27]. Basically, a tetrahedral shape measure is a function of the
position of the four nodes in a given tetrahedral element whose range varies from Oto 1,
attaining 1 only for the ide”hltetrahedral element and attaining Ofor degenerate elements.

The ideal tetrahedral element is an equilateral tetrahedron. What is the form of the
corresponding ideal matrix for optimization of tetrahedral meshes? Using the edge
vectors of the ideal tetrahedron one can show that the ideal matrix has the following form

where

[

1 1/2 1/2

w= o &12 &6

00 Jzi&

In order that the ideal matrix for a tetrahrahedron be a stationary point of the condition
number objective function, we must modify the definition of condition numbe~

K(A) =! AW-’I!WA-l I

To understand this construction, observe that the matrix W takes points in the master
element (a right-angled tetrahedron) to the ideal element (an equilateral tetrahedron).
The matrix A takes points from the master element to the physical element (an arbitrary

tetrahedron). Thus the matrix A W-] takes points from the ideal element to the

physical element and therefore it is the condition number of this matrix that is critical.
The condition number objective function can therefore be used to optimize both
tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes, given the appropriate transformation from the master
element to the ideal element.

The following theorem is provedin[31].

Theorem. The tetrahedral condition number is invariant to which of the four nodes on
which it is computed. , Furthermore, the function 3/K (A) is a tetrahedral shape measure
as defined in [27].

The theorem is only true when the weight W is included in the definition of the
tetrahedral condition number. Thus, any given tetrahedron has a unique condition
number.

Do we need another tetrahedral shape measure when there are so many already? Many



of them have been shown to be equivalent in [28] and it is likely that 3 /K can also be
shown to be equivalent to some of the others. We suggest that, from a theoretical
perspective, condition number is superior to the others because it is based on the matrix
transformation from the ideal element to the physical element, whereas the definitions of
most of the other shape measures are geometrically motivated and tend to be ad-hoc. In
practice, condition number may not have a significant advantage over some of the others.

4. Results

The objective fimctions presented in this paper have been implemented in the Cubit code
to test their ability to improve mesh quality. The method of optimization is described in
[31]. Tests were performed on all-hex Swept meshes, all-hex Whisker Weaved meshes,
and all-tet meshes. For hexahedral elements, the following mesh quality metrics were
used: aspect ratio, skew, Oddy’s metric, condition number, and scaled Jacobian. For
tetrahedrons we used aspect ratios beta and gamma, condition number, and scaled
Jacobian. Only a limited number of tests have been performed to date, resulting in the
following preliminary conclusions

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

As expected, objective functions having barriers maintain valid meshes whereas those
without barriers did not do so consistently,

The non-dimensional objective functions resulted in meshes notably superior to those
obtained by L.aplacian or equipotential smoothing, especially on WW meshes.

The untangle objective functions succeeded in untangling WW meshes about 50% of
the time. Untangled meshes for the remaining 50% may not exist.

Objective functions modified to make the ideal matrix a stationary point generally
gave better results than the originals, but not always,

WW meshes optimized with non-dimensional objective functions were much
improved but the final quality was still not as high as desired. For example, the
minimum scaled Jacobian in the untangled WW mesh was typically around +0.003,
while optimization with a non-dimensional objective function increased this to
+0.300

In terms of relative speed, objective functions based on the metric tensor were slower
by a factor of two or three compared to objective functions based on the Jacobian
matrix.

Condition number and the other non-dimensional objective functions performed well
on Swept meshes.

Smoothness was one of the least effective of the non-dimensional objective functions.
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. Smoothness, Barerra’s function, and condition number are identical in two
dimensions, but form distinct objective functions in three-dimensions. Similarly,
Oddy and condition number of the metric tensor are identical in two-dimensions but
not in three.

● Although all of the non-dimensional objective functions gave good results, condition
number and the modified Barerra’s function were consistently among the best.

A number of examples are presented. Mesh untangling is illustrated in Figure 1.
Because 3D meshes are difilcult to visualize, we present a 2D example. The initial mesh
was obtained by randomizing node positions (la). The second untangle objective
function succeeded in removing all negative Jacobian Elements (lb). The overall quality
still leaves much to be desired. The quality is much improved using the condition
number optimizer on the untangled mesh (lc).

la. InitiaI Tangled Mesh lb. Untangled Mesh lc. Optimized w/K

In the second example, the condition number of an all-tet mesh was optimized using the

~= norm to minimize the worst case condition number. The initial mesh in Figure 2a

shows several tet elements whose condition number is greater than 3.0, which means they
are sliver elements. After optimization, only one poor element remains and it is
not a sliver (Figure 2b).

2a Initial Tet Mesh 2b Optimized Tet Mesh
Maximum K= 3.7 Maximum K=2.7
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In our last example, an all-hex Whisker-Weaved mesh was created on a curved tube
geometry (Figure 3a). The minimum scaled-Jacobian was +0.067 (indicating an element
is nearly inverted) and the maximum element condition number was 12.1 (the upper limit
for acceptable hex elements seems to be about 8.0). The hex mesh was optimized using

an ~mnorm to minimize the worst case condition number. The minimum scaled-Jacobian

for the optimized mesh was +0.266 (much better) and the maximum element
Condition number was 3.1 (very good). Figures 3b and 3Cshow histograms of the
element condition number distribution in the weaved and optimized meshes, respectively.
(Note: condition number varies from 1 to 12 in Fig. 3b and from 1 to 3 in Fig. 3c).

3a. WW Mesh 3b. Max K =12.1

m

.

!.2

.

,

5. Conclusion

3c. Max K =3.1

.

k-.*
,- ,ma9

A method for optimizing unstructured hexahedral or tetrahedral meshes, based on
matrix norms was presented. The approach permits matrix theory and linear algebra to
be applied to obtain theoretical results (most such results are reported in [19] and [31]).
It was argued that Condition Number is a particularly attractive objective fimction
because it measures the distance from the set of singular matrices and has a barrier
against inverted elements. This objective fimction cannot be used if the initial mesh
contains inverted elements so two Untangle objective functions were presented. The
matrix norm optimization method has been implemented in the Cubit code. Test results
were promising but a number of issues (such as speed) must be resolved before the
algorithm is suitable for production meshing.
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